Wipro’s Connected
Supply Chain
Powered by Cloudleaf

Profound shifts in digitization, ecommerce

Key takeaways

and omni-channel are putting
unprecedented demands for visibility and
responsiveness of global supply chains.
Wipro offers Connected Supply Chain as a
service with Cloudleaf. This digital offering
enables enterprise customers to adapt to
supply chain disruptions and volatile
market demands.

Capture the level of “real-time
visibility” of supply chain

Use Cloudleaf Visibility Index™ to
know where you stand and plan
your way forward
Solution delivers insights right
after go-live
Solution is true plug-and-play
module with defined features
Complements traditional supply
chain systems and analytics
Enables insights that are otherwise
not possible

Benefits
Enterprise value

Consumer value

• Real time decision making

• New and delightful experiences

• Empowered decisions

• Better value for money

• Efficiency and effectiveness

• Empowered decisions

• Margin enhancement opportunity

• Bi-directional brand communication

• Regulatory compliant

• Reduce material value loss during transit

• Responsiveness to disruptions

• Frictionless engagement

Features and capabilities
Deliver visibility and actionable insights for...

Asset utilization

Factory operations

Complex assembies

Condition monitoring

• Location tracking

• Work-in-process

• Multi-site

• Predictive maintenance

• Serial / Lot tracking

• Audit & regulatory
compliance

• Multi-party

• Fault management

• Supplier conformance

• Environmental monitoring

• Safety and loss
management

• Ontime delivery

• Dwell time management
• Utilization & Efficiency
• Inventory control
• Monitoring

• Penalty reduction

• Product quality
• Work node control

Solution has...
Location and time
stamping data
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Location, zone, time
stamping

Location, zone, time
stamping across
sites & parties

Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE: 507685,
NSE: WIPRO) is a leading global
information technology, consulting and
business process services company. We
harness the power of cognitive
computing, hyper-automation, robotics,
cloud, analytics and emerging
technologies to help our clients adapt
to the digital world and make them
successful. A company recognized
globally for its comprehensive portfolio

Location, zone, time
stamping, & telemetry
data across sites

of services, strong commitment to
sustainability and good corporate
citizenship, we have over 175,000
dedicated employees serving clients
across six continents. Together, we
discover ideas and connect the dots to
build a better and a bold new future.

For more information, please write to us
at info@wipro.com

